D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL
VELACHERY, CHENNAI- 42

REPORT OF VIII D CLASS ASSEMBLY – 2022-23

Class Teacher: Ms. Shenbaga Priya G
Date: 15.09.2022 (Thursday)
THEME- How

Timing: 8.35 a.m – 9.00 a.m.

School Cultivates Emotional Maturity Among Students- 5 ways

On 16th September 2022, students of VIII D presented their Class Assembly on the topic ‘How
School Cultivates Emotional Maturity Among Students – 5 Ways. ‘The event started with a
small introduction by the class teacher Ms. Shenbaga Priya.
The class choir flagged off the event with the DAV Gaan and the Gayathri Mantra, invoking the
blessings of the Almighty. A warm welcome was extended to the guests with some relevant
quotes on society’s development being dependent on an individual’s development. The anchors
Mirthi and Siddharth introduced the topic highlighting the importance of developing Emotional
Maturity among young learners. Nachiappan gave a clear speech on the need for emotional
maturity and the five attributes of emotional maturity to be portrayed by the students.
The main programme of the Assembly was “Fabulous Frolic”. The dynamic students staged a
skit/musical/dance drama rolled into one showcasing different attributes of Emotional Maturity
developed by school in different ways.
After a brief introduction, students showed how they feel stress in balancing different aspects of
learning and assignments and how their teachers would give tips to overcome stress and mange
time. Various celebrations that promote love for the country and the nature were highlighted with
the help of a March Past and Dance.
Teamwork, inculcated through Class Assemblies and Group Projects, was showcased through a
small mime, followed by a demonstration of steps in the process of problem solving cultivated
through counseling and Child Safety classes (CACA). The wordless musical performance
enthralled the audience.
The Play was rounded off with a rendition of an energetic song on Responsibility sung to a
peppy tune by the nightingales of VIII D. The audience added to the ambience by joining the
singers in the chorus.

The next event was a colourful ramp walk – Vivid Walk of Hues. Eight prominent colours
paraded on stage, proclaiming the emotions and moods they are associated with. The audience
interaction was great for this event.
The event ended with the Vote of Thanks. The students expressed their heartfelt gratitude to
Principal ma’am, all the Supervisory-in-Charges, teachers, parents, grandparents and their peers
for supporting them in the entire journey. Shaanti Paat, a prayer for peace of mind, body and
soul, completed the formalities.

Rhythmic Song on Responsibility

Topic introduction on „Emotional Maturity‟

Parade of Celebrations inculcating Patriotism

Mime on Time Management

Vivid Walk of Hues

Team work makes Dreams Work

